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Great Soul
With the increasing Muslim diaspora in post-modern Western societies, Sufism – intellectually as well
as sociologically – may eventually become Islam itself due to its versatile potential. Although Sufism
has always provoked considerable interest in the West, no volume has so far been written which
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discusses this aspect of Islam in terms of how it is practised in Western societies. Bringing together
leading international authorities to survey the history of Islamic mysticism in North America and
Europe, this book elaborates the ideas and institutions which organize Sufism and folk-religious
practices. The chapters cover: the orders and movements their social base organization and
institutionalization recruitment-patterns in new environments channels of disseminating ideas, such as
ritual, charisma, and organization reasons for their popularity among certain social groups the nature of
their affiliation with the countries of their origin. Providing a fascinating insight into how Sufism
operates within different spheres of society, Sufism in the West is essential reading for students and
academics with research interests in Islam, Islamic history and social anthropology.

The Book of Essential Islam
Born into the Muhammadzai tribe, from the Charsadda valley in the Pakhtun heartland, Khan Abdul
Ghaffar Khan was a passionate believer in the nonviolent core of Islam and sought to wean his peoplethe fierce warrior Pakhtuns or Pathans of the North-West Frontier Province-from their violent traditions
and fight for a separate Pakhtun homeland that would no longer be a buffer between Russia and Britain
in the Great Game. In 1929 came Mahatma Gandhi's call for nonviolent resistance against British rule
and Badshah Khan responded by raising the Khudai Khidmatgars (Servants of God), an army of
1,00,000 men who pledged themselves to the service of mankind and nonviolence as a creed. For this,
and for his steadfast devotion to his principles, this towering figure was imprisoned for a total of twentyseven years, first by the British and later by the Pakistani government. This is a perceptive biography
that offers fresh insights into the life and achievements of an extraordinary man, drawing close parallels
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with the life of Mahatma Gandhi, his brother in spirit.The author looks at Ghaffar Khan 'with the
spectacles of today rather than those of 1947', emphasizing that for people in the twenty-first century
who live in the shadow of 9/11, Badshah Khan's unwavering commitment to nonviolence and HinduMuslim unity offers valuable lessons.

The Sepoy and the Raj
This biography examines the life and work of Gandhi within a global context, with an emphasis on how
Gandhi's ideas and life shaped the 20th-century world. Gandhi: Pioneer of Nonviolent Social Change,
part of the Library of World Biography Series, is aimed primarily at readers with little or no background
knowledge of Gandhi or his ideas. This book covers the important aspects of his life and the major
components of his philosophy. Through an examination of Gandhi's life and legacy, particularly as a
pioneer in the quest for justice and freedom through nonviolent means, this biography reveals lessons
that inform our world--both present and future.

Gandhi the Man
The origins of the next radical economy is rooted in a tradition that has empowered people for centuries
and is now making a comeback. A new feudalism is on the rise. While monopolistic corporations feed
their spoils to the rich, more and more of us are expected to live gig to gig. But, as Nathan Schneider
shows, an alternative to the robber-baron economy is hiding in plain sight; we just need to know where
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to look. Cooperatives are jointly owned, democratically controlled enterprises that advance the
economic, social, and cultural interests of their members. They often emerge during moments of crisis
not unlike our own, putting people in charge of the workplaces, credit unions, grocery stores, healthcare,
and utilities they depend on. Everything for Everyone chronicles this revolution--from taxi cooperatives
keeping Uber at bay, to an outspoken mayor transforming his city in the Deep South, to a fugitive
building a fairer version of Bitcoin, to the rural electric co-op members who are propelling an aging
system into the future. As these pioneers show, co-ops are helping us rediscover our capacity for
creative, powerful, and fair democracy.

Nonviolent Action
A comprehensive manual for living a spiritual life, based on a verse-by-verse commentary on India’s
timeless scripture – from the author of its best-selling translation. This ebook includes all three volumes
in this series. The Bhagavad Gita is set on the battlefield of an apocalyptic war between good and evil.
Faced with a dire moral dilemma, the warrior prince Arjuna turns in anguish to his spiritual guide, Sri
Krishna, for answers to the fundamental questions of life. Easwaran points out that Arjuna’s crisis is
acutely modern. The Gita’s battlefield is the struggle for self-mastery that every human being must
wage. Arjuna represents each of us, and Sri Krishna is the Lord, instructing us in eighteen chapters of
lofty wisdom as we face the social, environmental, and global challenges that threaten our world today.
Easwaran is a spiritual teacher and author of deep insight and warmth. His verse-by-verse commentary
interprets the Gita’s teachings for modern readers, explaining the Sanskrit concepts and philosophy and
applying them with practicality, wisdom, and humor to every aspect of our work, our relationships, and
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our lives. With everyday anecdotes, stories, and examples, he shows that the changes we long to see in
the world start with the transformation of our own consciousness. The practical exercises recommended
by Easwaran to achieve transformation are part of a spiritual program he developed for his own life.
They are accessible to people from all backgrounds and cultures. Urging us to adopt a higher image of
the human being, he assures us that peace and unity are within reach. Each volume of this series covers
six chapters of the Gita. Each may be read on its own, but all three volumes together form an in-depth,
verse-by-verse explanation of this ancient scripture and its relevance today. Included are instructions in
Easwaran's universal eight-point program of passage meditation. Volume 1: The first six chapters of the
Gita explore the concept of the innermost Self and source of wisdom in each of us. Easwaran explains
how we can begin to transform ourselves, even as householders engaged in busy lives. Volume 2: The
next six chapters of the Gita go beyond the individual Self to explore the Supreme Reality underlying all
creation. Easwaran builds a bridge across the seeming divide between scientific knowledge and spiritual
wisdom, and explains how the concept of the unity of life can help us in all our relationships. Volume 3:
The final six chapters put forth an urgent appeal for us to begin to see that all of us are one – to make the
connection between the Self within and the Reality underlying all creation. Global in scope, the
emphasis is on what we can do to make a difference to heal our environment and establish peace in the
world. Easwaran’s commentary is for all students of the Gita, whatever their background, and for
anyone who is trying to find a path to wisdom, love, and kindness in themselves and our troubled world.
Written as an authoritative, accessible guide to a much-loved scripture, it is a handbook for finding
peace and clarity within. This second edition incorporates revisions made across all three volumes
following the author’s final instructions.
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The Pathan Unarmed
Start your day or end it with this warmly encouraging collection of inspirational quotations for each day,
accompanied by Easwaran's wise and practical commentaries. These quotes come from some of history's
most brilliant philosophers, poets, and sages from all traditions. Easwaran takes these timeless truths and
illustrates them with relevant, meaningful examples, inspiring us to face our own challenges with
courage, good humor, and wisdom. Some of Easwaran's commentaries are very practical, showing how
we can become more patient, more loving, and more resilient by making small steps every day. Others
give us soaring inspiration, lifting our hearts and spirits, reminding us of the higher purpose of our lives.
You can read Words to Live By in the morning to point your day in the right direction, or read it in the
evening to prepare for a peaceful night of renewal. Features This gem of a book makes a perfect gift and
is an ideal introduction to Easwaran for new readers. And for seasoned Easwaran readers whose current
copies are getting battered, the new look and new material will keep these teachings fresh and foremost
in the midst of busy schedules.

A Man to Match His Mountains
Gods in the Global Village
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God Without Violence, Second Edition
“Nonviolence is not the recourse of the weak but actually calls for an uncommon kind of strength; it is
not a refraining from something but the engaging of a positive force,” renowned peace activist Michael
Nagler writes. Here he offers a step-by-step guide to creatively using nonviolence to confront any
problem and to build change movements capable of restructuring the very bedrock of society. Nagler
identifies some specific tactical mistakes made by unsuccessful nonviolent actions such as the
Tiananmen Square demonstrations and the Occupy protests and includes stories of successful nonviolent
resistance from around the world, including an example from Nazi Germany. And he shows that
nonviolence is more than a tactic—it is a way of living that will enrich every area of our lives.

Mahatma Gandhi
This book contains papers on nonviolence in Islam from theoretical, theological and instrumental
perspectives. Topics include global, national and local issues, including social and political action,
women's issues, and interfaith relations.

Solidarity Intervention
The just peace movement offers a critical shift in focus and imagination. Recognizing that all life is
sacred and seeking peace through violence is unsustainable, the just peace approach turns our attention
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to rehumanization, participatory processes, nonviolent resistance, restorative justice, reconciliation,
racial justice, and creative strategies of active nonviolence to build sustainable peace, transform conflict,
and end cycles of violence. A Just Peace Ethic Primer illuminates a moral framework behind this praxis
and proves its versatility in global contexts. With essays by a diverse group of scholars, A Just Peace
Ethic Primer outlines the ethical, theological, and activist underpinnings of a just peace ethic.These
essays also demonstrate and revise the norms of a just peace ethic through conflict cases involving US
immigration, racial and environmental justice, and the death penalty, as well as gang violence in El
Salvador, civil war in South Sudan, ISIS in Iraq, gender-based violence in the Democratic Republic of
Congo, women-led activism in the Philippines, and ethnic violence in Kenya. A Just Peace Ethic Primer
exemplifies the ecumenical, interfaith, and multicultural aspects of a nonviolent approach to preventing
and transforming violent conflict. Scholars, advocates, and activists working in politics, history,
international law, philosophy, theology, and conflict resolution will find this resource vital for providing
a fruitful framework and implementing a creative vision of sustainable peace.

Mottled Dawn
Gandhi's wisdom and strategies have been employed by many popular movements. Martin Luther King
Jr. adopted them and changed the course of history of the United States. This book reviews major
twentieth-century nonviolent theorists and their struggles.
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Nigeria, a country under a military regime for several years, transitioned to a civilian regime in May
1999. Since this change, violent conflicts between Christians and Muslims have continued to erupt. They
constitute one of the gravest dangers facing Nigeria, a country with a population of 189 million people.
What have Nigerian religious leaders done about this situation, especially in educational circles? Have
they received formal educational training to understand the causes of this violence and especially how to
provide alternatives for more peaceful relations within Nigeria? Does the current educational system in
Nigeria provide the main ingredients for the promotion of a culture of peace? The absence and neglect of
interreligious peace education as part of a peace education core program and the lack of an interreligious
curriculum for peace education in the training of religious leaders are the two problems contributing
towards the lack of effectiveness of religious leaders in promoting less violent and more peaceful living.
The solution to the problem is proposed in this book entitled Interreligious Curriculum for Peace
Education in Nigeria. The book develops a one-year curriculum, building on Yoruba, Islamic &
Christian conceptions of peace, and teaches how to create safe, caring, spiritual, peaceful and successful
interfaith relationships between all Nigerian religious communities. In the long term, the book helps to
educate religious leaders to contribute, in themselves and with the help of their respective religious
communities, to reducing the growing religious violence in Nigeria.

Ghaffar Khan
Dennis Dalton's classic account of Gandhi's political and intellectual development focuses on the
leader's two signal triumphs: the civil disobedience movement (or salt satyagraha) of 1930 and the
Calcutta fast of 1947. Dalton clearly demonstrates how Gandhi's lifelong career in national politics gave
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him the opportunity to develop and refine his ideals. He then concludes with a comparison of Gandhi's
methods and the strategies of Martin Luther King Jr. and Malcolm X, drawing a fascinating
juxtaposition that enriches the biography of all three figures and asserts Gandhi's relevance to the study
of race and political leadership in America. Dalton situates Gandhi within the "clash of civilizations"
debate, identifying the implications of his work on continuing nonviolent protests. He also extensively
reviews Gandhian studies and adds a detailed chronology of events in Gandhi's life.

Caravans
Beginning with the achievements of Mahatma Gandhi, and following the legacy of nonviolence through
the struggles against Nazism in Europe, racism in America, oppression in China and Latin America, and
ethnic conflicts in Africa and Bosnia, Michael Nagler unveils a hidden history. Nonviolence, he
proposes, has proven its power against arms and social injustice wherever it has been correctly
understood and applied. Nagler's approach is not only historical but also spiritual, drawing on the
experience of Gandhi and other activists and teachers. Individual chapters include A Way Out of Hell,
The Sweet Sound of Order, and A Clear Picture of Peace. The last chapter includes a five-point blueprint
for change and "study circle" guide. The foreword by Arun Gandhi, the grandson of Mahatma Gandhi, is
new to this edition.

Dialogue with Death
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This book displays how the nonviolent Word of God made visible in Jesus Christ is expressed in the
contemporary idiom of the peaceable grain of the universe. Moving between historic Anabaptist
understandings of Jesus as revealing the "Word of God" and more recent expressions of Jesus as
disclosing the "grain of the universe," the book invites a reading of Scripture centered in Jesus' life and
teachings as told by the narratives of the New Testament. This approach to the Bible discovers there a
persuasive witness to the power of nonviolent action in both historic movements and contemporary
settings. Beginning with the radical wing European Reformation, the book explores how new
understandings of biblical authority expressed in the language of that era have relevance now over five
centuries later when stated in a contemporary language for evangelical, ecumenical, and anti-racist
Christian witness. To that end, chapters in Part One explore how Reformation-era Anabaptists expanded
or went beyond the received understandings of Scripture and Word in confronting their crises. In Part
Two the chapters apply this expanded understanding of the Word to contemporary understandings of the
Bible and theology, dialogue across black-white lines, and in nonviolent witness and activism.

A Just Peace Ethic Primer
The central tenets of Islam are examined with lucidity and depth in this introductory guide, reference
manual, and undistorted observation of the religion. Islam is presented as a spiritual training system that
harmonizes believers with the divine order, thus bringing all believers into contact with one another and
the world around them. The inner significance of practices such as ablution, ritual prayer, fasting, and
pilgrimage is discussed as are selections from the Qur'an in the original Arabic and details on Hadith.
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The Search for a Nonviolent Future
An analysis of Gandhi's accomplishments as a politician and civil rights advocate reveals his conflicted
ideologies and feelings about his place in history, offering insight into his philosophies, social
campaigns, and private disappointments.

The Bhagavad Gita for Daily Living, Volume 1
This volume shows how Gandhi's thought and action-oriented approach are significant, relevant, and
urgently needed for addressing major contemporary problems and concerns, including issues of violence
and nonviolence, war and peace, religious conflict and dialogue, terrorism, ethics, civil disobedience,
injustice, modernism and postmodernism, oppression and exploitation, and environmental destruction.
Appropriate for general readers and Gandhi specialists, this volume will be of interest for those in
philosophy, religion, political science, history, cultural studies, peace studies, and many other fields.

Nonviolent Soldier of Islam
From the Sermon on the Mount to the 21st century, this ecumenical reader recounts the Christian
message of peace and nonviolence. Through testimony by the confessors and martyrs of the early
church, the book presents a coherent story in which the peace message of Jesus is restored to its central
place.
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Interreligious Curriculum for Peace Education in Nigeria
In a world plagued by religious conflict, how can the various religious and secular traditions coexist
peacefully on the planet? And, what role does sociology play in helping us understand the state of
religious life in a globalizing world? In the Fourth Edition ofGods in the Global Village, author Lester
Kurtz continues to address these questions. This text is an engaging, thought-provoking examination of
the relationships among the major faith traditions that inform the thinking and ethical standards of most
people in the emerging global social order. Thoroughly updated to reflect recent events, the book
discusses the role of religion in our daily lives and global politics, and the ways in which religion is both
an agent of, and barrier to, social change.

Jawaharlal Nehru
Obscure? Well, maybe. But after four people told me this book was a must in as many weeks, I took a
copy home. Now I'm telling others, You have to read this! Part thriller, part biography, part history,
Badshah Khan's life story is remarkable by any measure: dubbed the Frontier Gandhi, he raised a
nonviolent army of followers from one of India's most violent minorities, the islamic Pathans of the
Khyber Pass.Khan's message offers a weapon of hope for deadlocked conflicts around the globe -- in the
Middle East, India, Central America, the Balkans -- wherever people have forgotten that peace and
forgiveness are possible.
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Words to Live By
The third and final volume of Sarvepalli Gopal’s biography of Jawaharlal Nehru covers the last eight
years of his life and Prime Ministership. It deals with his efforts to sustain economic and social advance
of the Indian people and not to lose hold of the principles of his foreign policy even while relations with
China deteriorated, culminating the large scale aggression in both the western and eastern sections of the
long boundary between the two countries.

Nonviolent Word
This is the first scholarly study of the subject for twenty years, and the only one based on extensive
archival research. The Indian Army conquered India for the British, and protected the Raj against its
enemies within and without. In this evocative and compassionate work, David Omissi examines the
origins, motives and protests of the several million Indian peasant- soldiers who served the colonial
power.

The Third Harmony
Armies of Hanuman
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Gandhi the Man tells how Gandhi remade himself from a shy, tongue-tied, average little man to a
Mahatma whose life can serve as an inspiration for our own transformation.

Islam and Nonviolence
Playing off a child's question concerning whether parents would put their son to death on a cross, this
book plunges headlong into the ongoing debate about the character of God. The church confesses that
God is revealed in Jesus. This book explores the implications of that radical claim. Jesus' life reveals his
rejection of violence and calls for an understanding of God in nonviolent terms. Weaver thus invites us
to embrace a nonviolent atonement image, in contrast to our inherited atonement images. Deriving
theology from the narrative of Jesus also leads Weaver into discussions about the very nature of
theology, the character of the Bible, the divine violence in the Old Testament (as well as the purported
divine violence in the book of Revelation), and a rethinking of historic Christology. Each of these
discussions has implications for life today--for economics, forgiveness and restorative justice, violence,
gender discrimination, racism, and more. This second, expanded edition of God Without Violence is an
introduction to foundational issues of theology and ethics, suitable for church discussion groups and
introductory college classes.

Gandhi
The exploration of the contributions is made with regards to the title in hand by the thought and practice
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of the global movement associated with the Turkish Muslim scholar Fethullah Gulen. The importance
and distinctiveness of teaching of Gulen and the practice of the movement is that it is rooted in a
confident Turkish Islamic heritage while being fully engaged with modernity. It offers the possibility of
a contextualised renewal of Islam for Muslims in the modern world while being fully rooted in the
teachings of the Qu'ran and the Sunnah of the Prophet. It advocates the freedom of religion while
making an Islamic contribution to the wider society based on a commitment to service of others.

Banda bahadur
There are numerous examples throughout history of effective nonviolent action. Nonviolent protesters
defied the Soviet Empire's communist rulers, Gandhi's nonviolent revolution defeated the British
Empire, and Martin Luther King Jr.'s peaceful civil-rights crusade changed American history. Recent
scholarship shows that nonviolent revolutions against injustice and dictatorship are actually more
successful than violent campaigns. In this book, noted theologian and bestselling author Ron Sider
argues that the search for peaceful alternatives to violence is not only a practical necessity in the wake of
the twentieth century--the most bloody in human history--but also a moral demand of the Christian faith.
He presents compelling examples of how nonviolent action has been practiced in history and in current
social-political situations to promote peace and oppose injustice, showing that this path is a successful
and viable alternative to violence.

My Non-violence
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All across the globe, individuals mobilize international support in defense of Palestinian rights and a
resolution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. However, these international activists are neither the
beneficiaries of their efforts nor do they closely identify with the Palestinian population. Through an
ethnographic analysis of social movement organizations and international activists active in the West
Bank, this paper tries to understand the emergence of transnational collective action fighting for
Palestinian rights since the second Intifada. To do so, this paper addresses structural as well as personal
factors behind activists’ mobilization. Combining elements from social movement theory and
Bourdieusian sociology, I conduct a meso-level inquiry of the principal solidarity organizations
alongside a micro-level investigation of international volunteers participating in such organizational
structures. Highlighting the specificity of transnational activism in the West Bank both in terms of
opportunity structures and the lived experiences of international activists, I have tried to provide insight
on how and why the Palestinian rights movement is able to gather so much international support.

Khudai Khidmatgar and National Movement
Sufism in the West
Islam and Peacebuilding
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Examines the rise in the inter-war years of a Gandhian influenced non-violent movement in the North
West Frontier.

The Philosophy of Mahatma Gandhi for the Twenty-First Century
Inspired by Guru Gobind Singh, Banda Bahadur led the Sikh rebellion against the Mughal Empire. For
eight years, he ravaged the whole of North India. The havoc he created in the Indo-Gangetic plain was of
such magnitude that the Mughals could never restore their administration. Invasions by the Persian
tyrant, Nadir Shah and the Afghan, Ahmed Shah Abdali hastened the decline of the once mighty empire.
This helped the Sikhs to emerge as the rulers of Punjab. Banda Bahadur thus paved the way for the
foundation of the Sikh Kingdom.

Gold and Guns on the Pathan Frontier
Speeches, chiefly on Indian politics, delivered during 1930-1934 at different centers in India by an
Indian nationalist.

Mahatma Gandhi and Martin Luther King Jr
Why am I here? Is there a purpose to my life? What happens when I die? These deep questions are
addressed with clear wisdom, vivid images and memorable stories.
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Christian Peace and Nonviolence
That the world needs to take a substantially new direction, and quickly, is no longer controversial for
any thoughtful person. A whole new way of seeing the world and our role in its destiny is called for. It's
what Michael Nagler and others call the New Story. It rejects the mechanical, capitalist narrative that
pits humans against each other and instead turns to a connected and collaborative vision of the future.
The final missing piece of the New Story is what Nagler has termed the Third Harmony in human
nature: nonviolence. Nonviolence is the only method compatible with the New Story's content and the
only power strong enough to move the heart toward this deep and revolutionary change. This book
focuses on how a shift to a nonviolence mind-set can be integrated into the very foundations of our
understanding of humanity and community, not just on how nonviolence works as a protest tactic.

Writings & Speeches of Kanshiram
The Original Ramayana Was Written Three Thousand Years Ago. Now, With Breathtaking Imagination
And Brilliant Storytelling, Ashok K. Banker Has Recreated This Epic Tale For Modern Readers
Everywhere Rama Finally Achieves Victory Against The Rakshasas In The Bloody Battle Of
Janasthana. He Now Looks Forward To A Time Of Harmony In The Lush Environs Of His Retreat At
Panchvati. But, As Rama Soon Realizes, The War Is Yet To Be Won& Tormented By Unsatiated Lust,
In A Hellish Fury, Supanakha, The Demoness Scorned, Makes A Desperate Journey To The IslandKingdom Of Lanka. There She Succeeds In Reviving Her Comatose Cousin Ravana, Supreme Lord Of
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The Asuras, As Ruthlessly Determined To Seek Revenge Against Rama As She Is. Their Diabolic
Mission Will Test The Very Limits Of Rama S Courage, Skill And Endurance&

The Nonviolence Handbook
This is a story about people just like you, filled with the audacity of hope, the passion of unstoppable
love, and the courage of everyone who has ever dreamed of creating a better world. Fact and fiction
march hand-in-hand across the American landscape as the ghost of legendary John Henry haunts Jim
Dalton, a corporate lawyer for Standard Coal, and Henrietta Owens, activist and mother, wakes up the
nation with some tough-loving truth about the environment, the economy, justice and hope. From The
Grapes of Wrath to 1984, every era gives rise to a great protest novel; Steam Drills, Treadmills, and
Shooting Stars is ours. Author/Playwright Rivera Sun sings the anthem of our times, liberating us from
apathy, healing our despairing souls, and rallying us to meet adversity with gusto. If you read one book
this year, read this. "Inspires, uplifts and invigorates you!"

Everything for Everyone
The progeny of a Muslim tribe steeped in a tradition of blood revenge, Badshah Khan raised history's
first nonviolent army and joined Mahatma Gandhi in civil disobedience to British rule in India. His story
of hard-won victory offers inspiration for nonviolent solutions to today's world struggles.
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